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Abstract

I draw an analogy of the McGurk effect to an episode in natural science. Piltdown Man were claimed to be the fossilized remains of a previously unknown early human. It took roughly 4 decades of controversy to conclusively learn that Piltdown Man was as a hoax because the natural scientists focused on the Piltdown Man rather than searching for other paleoanthropological evidence. I argue that the slow progress in understanding of the McGurk effect is analogous because behavioral and speech scientists have not broadened their scope of inquiry much beyond the original McGurk finding. I then review a few representative examples of misguided research and theory that has resulted from this type of narrow inquiry. These include a hindering of the development of theoretical models, the belief that there are qualitative differences among individuals in terms of how they process auditory-visual speech, that different language communities process auditory-visual speech differently, and that speech is somehow special. To provide an alternative to the Piltdown Man approach, the Fuzzy Logical Model of Perception (FLMP) is briefly described to serve as a more appropriate paradigm for research and theoretical inquiry. The limitations of various neural measures are described, and when these limitations are surmounted, there appears to be some neural evidence for the independence of processing auditory and visual speech at the initial stage of speech processing.
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1. Introduction

To pursue my goal of situating the McGurk effect [1] and its subsequent role in speech science more generally, I would like to draw an analogy to an episode in natural science. As is well-known, the bone fragments of a so-called Piltdown Man [2] were claimed to be the fossilized remains of a previously unknown early human. Part of a human-like skull was putatively found in the Pleistocene gravel beds near Piltdown, East Sussex. When the “discovery” was announced, many credible scientists believed that a large modern brain necessarily preceded an omnivorous diet. A prolonged four decades of controversial debate was required before the Piltdown Man was conclusively demonstrated as a hoax.

My claim is the McGurk effect has been analogous to Piltdown controversy because scientists focused on the on the specific phenomenon. In their defense, geologists and related scientists could have justifiably argued that such new discoveries are rare and new ones are not easily obtained at will. No such excuse is warranted for the McGurk effect. Behavioral and speech scientists could have easily broadened the scope of inquiry well beyond the original McGurk finding that an auditory labial consonant paired with a visual velar consonant sometimes produces perception of an alveolar consonant. Even without facial animation to produce intermediate consonants, they had a large family of segments to study. Even four decades after its discovery, it is discouraging to observe how many studies handicap themselves by studying only the original McGurk stimuli and procedure rather than stretching outside this narrow paradigm.

2. Hindering Model Development

Probably the most demoralizing downside to focusing on the limited McGurk effect is that the data from this limited set of conditions underdetermines any valid explanation [3]. So investigators, who have a theoretical bent and only study the small number of conditions in the McGurk effect, can have a field day with their theoretical interpretation. However, their favorite explanation is as weak as any other because of the small set of independent measurements that have been obtained from the limited set of conditions of the McGurk effect.

Handicapped by a shortage of new results, Magnotti and Beauchamp [4] propose a putatively new causal inference model of multisensory speech perception. Although no citation or acknowledgement was given by the authors, this causal-inference proposal is surprisingly similar to one that I offered to explain whether or not multiple sources of information are integrated to achieve perceptual recognition [5]. I proposed that multiplicative integration, as prescribed by the FLMP, will occur only if the sources of information are perceived as “the two inputs are perceived as belonging to the same perceptual event” [5, p. 77].

In the causal inference model [4], given auditory and visual speech events, the brain first computes the likelihood that the events came from a single or multiple talkers. If the auditory and visual events are interpreted to come from the same talker, they are then combined. If not, the categorization is based on only the auditory speech. One limitation of the model is that the likelihood of inferring whether the two inputs come from a single talker is unspecified for each pair of auditory and visual
inputs. Thus, the model really cannot be legitimately tested because it must assume as much or more than it is predicting. Magnotti and Beauchamp [4] tested only the nine syllables created by the factorial combination of auditory /ba/, /da/, and /ga/ paired with visual /ba/, /da/, and /ga/. Not only are there an inadequate number of informative conditions, 3 of the 9 conditions have congruent inputs and therefore will be handicapped by ceiling effects. Another limitation of the experiment was that the participants were constrained to give one of the 3 alternatives ba, da/tha, and ga (they also don’t explain how participants were instructed how to interpret the da/tha category).

The investigators focused on the McGurk condition and its counterpart condition. The auditory /ba/ combined with a visual /ga/ produced 40% da-tha judgments. In contrast, the auditory /ga/ combined with a visual /ba/ produced just 2% da-tha judgments. They explained this difference in terms of differences in causal inference in perceiving the two syllables. To describe the results quantitatively, they assumed that the causal inference of assuming a single talker was 51% in the standard McGurk condition and only 3% in the counterpart condition. These assumptions about causal inference predicted the two results, given the same bimodal representation of the auditory and visual inputs. The limitation in this explanation is that as much is being assumed as is being predicted.

The weakness of the explanation was also the case for the other syllable combinations. It was necessary to assume that the causal inference of a single talker was near 1 for the congruent syllables and much below 1 for the incongruent syllables.

The authors [4] propose a model that assumes two qualitatively different processes based on the outcome of causal inference. If the outcome is a single talker, then the percept results from the average of the auditory and visual inputs (averaging has been shown to be incorrect many times but this can be ignored for now). If the outcome is multiple talkers, then the auditory event is perceived, with no influence from the visual input. This assumed bifurcation of behaviors depending on the outcome of causal inference could have strengthened the experimental contribution if reaction times (RTs) were used as an additional dependent measure. Consider the McGurk trials: the causal inference model says that the two inputs will be averaged on about half of the trials and that only the auditory input will be used on the other half of the trials. We can expect that the time required for these two different operations to differ because the averaging should take longer than using only the auditory input. Thus, if we plot the individual RTs, they should reveal two different underlying distributions rather than just one.

Formalizing the causal inference model can help us understand that it is not consistent with many different experimental results obtained in non-McGurk studies [5] and [6]. This model can be formulated mathematically in the following manner. Given a single input, we can assume that the causal inference of a single talker is 1. For two inputs, the causal inference of a single talker is p, where p is between 0 and 1. For unimodal trials,

\[
P(da|A_t) = a_i
\]

\[
P(da|V_j) = v_j
\]

where \(A_t\) is the ith auditory stimulus and \(a_i\) is the probability of identifying this stimulus as /da/, and analogously for the visual input where \(V_j\) is the jth visual stimulus.

For bimodal trials,

\[
P(da|A_t, V_j) = p\left(\frac{a_i + v_j}{2}\right) + (1 - p)a_i
\]

The response probability is composed of two events on bimodal trials: 1) the likelihood of inferring a single talker in which the outcome is the average of the auditory and visual inputs, and 2) the inference of multiple talkers in which the outcome is based on only the auditory information.

This formalization is valuable because it makes transparent how little is being predicted relative to what is being assumed. According to [4], the value of \(p\) for each stimulus combination has not been rationalized independently and therefore must be arbitrarily chosen. Thus to describe any results, the model must assume as much or more than what is being predicted. Furthermore the model, although based on very different assumptions, is formally similar to the class of models that have been deemed inadequate when tested against individual results from an expanded factorial design [5, pp. 49-67].

### 3. Universal Across Individuals

As a general principle, any behavioral question that handicaps itself to the McGurk effect will not advance the field to say the least. This is because the sparse data underdetermine any possible valid explanation. So for example questions have been raised about individual differences in the McGurk effect. Studying only congruent and incongruent McGurk conditions, however, cannot address why various individual differences have been observed. The question whether the differences are due to differences in perceiving auditory speech, differences in perceiving visual speech, or differences in the integration of the auditory and visual speech, or some combination of these differences cannot be answered.

Nath and Beauchamp [7] claim to find differential activity in the STS depending on how susceptible a perceiver is to the McGurk effect. However, they based their taxonomy of individuals on only McGurk pairs which clouds any understanding of the reason or reasons for the individual differences. For example, the results do not necessarily mirror integration ability but will necessarily depend on lipreading skill and detecting AV incongruity [8]. Nath and Beauchamp [7] categorize their 14 participants as either “ perceivers” or “non-perceivers” of the McGurk effect, claiming to find two populations of subjects.

Does claiming that there are two groups of perceivers help us understand individual differences in the processing of audible and visible speech? Speech scientists are well aware of individual differences in a perceiver’s ability to understand audible speech. However, these differences are understood as quantitative rather than qualitative and can be due to hearing differences or the use of top-down constraints. Guided by parsimony, it is probably premature to describe visible speech perception or bimodal speech perception as qualitatively different across individuals.

We have accumulated a large database in which we can test the idea that there are qualitative differences in perceiving unimodal and bimodal speech [5]. We have posed this problem more generally in terms of whether the Fuzzy Logical Model of Perception (FLMP) is a universal description of the integration of auditory and visible speech across individuals, or whether there are qualitative differences in the integration of the two sources of information. One method is to compare the goodness of fit of the FLMP across different subjects. As
described in Massaro [5, pp. 135-139], the determining a valid measure of goodness of fit is somewhat involved. A valid method is to compare the goodness of fit of the FLMP to the goodness of fit of another model, in this case the single channel model in which only a single source of information is used on any given trial. The single channel model can be considered a non-integration model so it can be considered as a description of Nath and Beauchamp’s [7] “non-perceivers”.

Figure 1 gives the RMSD value for the fit of the FLMP on the ordinate as a function on the RMSD value for the single channel model on the abscissa for each of the 82 subjects in the database. As can be seen in the figure, the advantage of the FLMP is fairly consistent across all subjects. Most importantly there is no significant gap separating two groups of subjects, putatively one group that follows the FLMP in terms of the integration of auditory and visual speech and another group does that does not follow this specific pattern.

Another important point deserves emphasis here: variability. Each of the 82 subjects was tested on a 5 by 5 expanded factorial design, with 24 observations for each of the 35 conditions for each subject [5, p. 18]. Even given this unusually large number of observations per condition, there will necessarily be significant noise or variability in the results. The investigator should not be seduced into thinking that some observed differences are meaningful, even if they can find statistical tests to show a “significant” difference. This issue and various approaches to deal with it are discussed in detail in [5, Chapter 10].

4. Universal Across Languages

As a blatant example of how one can be misled by focusing narrowly on the phenomenon of interest, we can look at the issue of whether there are similar processes that operate across different languages. By handicapping themselves to the phenomenon itself, the McGurk effect, investigators asked whether it occurs in other languages such as Japanese. They found very little influence of visible speech in the narrowly defined McGurk effect [9] and [10]. By limiting themselves to testing this simple “illusion” rather than being concerned with speech perception more generally, they concluded that for whatever reasons, Japanese perceivers are not as influenced by visible speech as perceivers of English. The investigators even speculated that perhaps Japanese are not as influenced by visible speech because their culture considers direct eye contact as inconsiderate or even rude. This was a very dangerous conclusion, given that languages have been proven over and over again to follow relatively universal principles, with similar processes or functions across all languages.

By broadening their telescope, the investigators could have easily observed that the oral deaf community in Japan flourishes in the presence of visible speech in the same manner that it does in English and other languages. Our research systematically analyzed the properties of segments that occur in Japanese versus those that occur in English. This analysis revealed very convincingly that the narrow McGurk effect would not be expected to occur in Japanese in the same manner that it occurs in English. In Japanese, the auditory labial phoneme rests in a zone of isolation since Japanese does have velar and interdental syllables. But, of course, this does not mean that perceivers are not influenced by visible speech in Japanese, as substantiated by several studies from our laboratory showing the commonalities in bimodal speech perception in Japanese and English, as well as a variety of other languages [11], [12], and [13]. The FLMP was shown to give adequate accounts of speech perception in English, Japanese, Spanish, Dutch, and Mandarin.

Figure 2. The quantitative influence of visible speech across the five-step auditory continuum (left panel) and across the probability of a /da/ response (right panel) for native speakers of English, Japanese, and Spanish perceiving their native languages.

Using results from our 5 by 5 expanded factorial design, it is possible to compute the influence of visible speech. Figure 2 gives the quantitative influence of visible speech across the five-step auditory continuum (left panel) and across the probability of a /da/ response (right panel) for native speakers of English, Japanese, and Spanish perceiving their native languages [5, p 151]. As can be seen in figure, the pattern of influence is very similar across the three languages.

To seal the issue, Chen and Massaro [13] provide a detailed analysis and critique of a variety of studies that have claimed that the integration of audible and visible speech varies across different languages.

5. Speech is Special

Believe it or not, respectable investigators still believe that speech is special. They go even so far as to believe in categorical perception. As I have said too many times, the goal
of understanding language is categorization but this doesn’t mean perception is categorical [6]. Perceivers easily rate the continuous degree to which one category has occurred versus other categories [14].

Similarly, the motor theory of speech perception has outlived its usefulness even in the age of embodied cognition [15]. Recently, we [16] offered a novel test of motor theory’s assumption that motor processes are necessarily recruited for speech perception. We analyzed data of over 1000 children from the MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventories [17] to measure individual children’s understanding and production of vocabulary. If motor theory is correct, there should be a direct correspondence between the acquisition of receptive and productive vocabulary. Consistent with previous analyses of this database, the children comprehended many more words than they produced. The ease of articulation of the words acquired by individual children was measured based on the consonant segments in the word. Contrary to motor theory, ease of articulation significantly influenced production of vocabulary but much less so for comprehension.

The analyses of the vocabulary of individual children also revealed important differences between a child’s productive and receptive vocabulary. As an example, one child understood 121 words and produced only 17. This child understood words with all of the 22 possible initial phonemes but produced words with only 7 different phonemes. This child also understood words that began with several consonant clusters but only produced /vr/ in the iconic vroom sound. It is clear that the child was able to recognize words with various consonants even though none of the words produced contained them. The results were taken to falsify motor theory and to support the pattern recognition account of speech perception.

We cannot expect to change the minds of individuals wedded to speech is special, but perhaps their students would be more open to alternative explanations. This is clearly necessary because of the number of times that these concepts have been falsified. Researchers from a variety of disciplines are now acknowledging that confirmation bias [18] is pervasive and that they must be more vigilant to safeguard appropriate inquiry [19].

6. Fuzzy Logical Model of Perception (FLMP)

There is a positive approach that can overcome the limitations of focusing on the McGurk effect. Early on [20], I advocated using factorial designs to independently manipulate multiple acoustic cues that might be functional in speech perception. The current paradigm at that time was to vary just a single cue, which weakens the ecological validity of the study [6]. This new paradigm delivered a much richer data set that sanctioned quantitative model building and testing [20]. In collaboration with Gregg Oden [21], we employed the Fuzzy Logical Model of Perception (FLMP) to account for the integration of multiple auditory cues in speech perception [21].

This model, illustrated in Figure 3, has been successful in a wide variety of situations involving bimodal auditory-visual perception. It captures the outcomes of bimodal speech perception across the lifespan from age 3 to 83 [22]. The developmental trajectory we measured and modeled [23] has been recently shown to be consistent with domain-general statistical learning [24], which adds support for the ability of the FLMP to capture how audible and visible speech perception develop during first language learning.

The model has been equally successful in describing the use of visible and audible speech in adults with hearing aids and with cochlear implants [25]. The FLMP has also given adequate descriptions of integrating a variety of different sources of language information [26] and [27]. For example, the FLMP gave a good account of how young children are capable of integrating auditory, visual, and gestural information in determining a word’s referent [28].

![Figure 3. Schematic representation of the three processes involved in understanding or producing a word utterance. The three processes are shown to proceed left to right in time to illustrate their necessarily successive but overlapping processing. These processes make use of prototypes stored in long-term memory. The two sources of information are audible and visible speech. The evaluation process transforms these sources of information into psychological values. These sources are then integrated to give an overall degree of support, for each word alternative. The decision operation maps the outputs of integration into some word alternative. Learning from a speech event provides updates of the feature values.](image)

Supporting the principle of a universal algorithm for processing multiple sources of information, the FLMP has been shown to describe a variety of non-speech domains. As an example, the FLMP described how size, height in the picture plane, occlusion, and motion parallax are used together to perceive relative depth [29]. A sampling of other domains includes emotion from the face and the voice [30]; visual perception of faces [31]; letter and word recognition in reading [32]; and implicit and explicit memory [33].

Given that language perceivers so easily integrate multiple sources of information in language processing, it seems only natural to determine whether language perceivers are capable of learning new sources of information and actively using them during speech perception [34]. Utilizing new sources of information would be particularly valuable for perceivers that are limited in the sources of information they have available, such as the deaf and hard of hearing. We know that this population benefits immensely from watching the face during language presentations, and we asked whether they could utilize other visual information. We used Cued Speech as proof of concept to research this question. Cued Speech, used by some persons with hearing loss, consists of hand gestures while speaking, provides the perceiver with information that disambiguates the ambiguity of linguistic cues seen on the face. We designed iGlasses, an automated wearable computer, to supplement face-to-face speech with added information.

We tested whether people can combine or integrate information from the face and information from newly learned cues in an optimal manner [35]. Subjects first learned the
visual cues and then were tested just the face, just the visual cues, or both together. Performance was much better with both cues than with either one alone. Similar to the description of previous results with audible and visible speech, the present results were well described by the FLMP. We also found, however, that the prolonged periods were required to learn the cues and using them automatically. This led me to propose that learning must occur early in life, and early experience with written text could enable learning to read naturally [36].

Thus, we and other investigators [37] have found the FLMP to be a universal principle of perceptual cognitive performance that accurately simulates human pattern recognition [4] and [5]. People are influenced by multiple sources of information in a diverse set of situations. In most every case, these sources of information are ambiguous and any particular source alone does not usually specify completely the appropriate interpretation. These cues and constraints are graded (not categorical), suggesting further that they must be combined to give a more reliable understanding of the input. Evidence to date indicates that this combination process is highly efficient or optimal, as described by a Bayesian-like process [38] and [39].

6.1. Neural Evidence for Evaluation Independence

It has been at least two decades since brain recordings held the promise of understanding the integration of auditory and visual speech [40]. It would be an easy answer to the question of how quickly the two sources merge into some combined representation in speech perception. Theoretical interpretation can be pigeon-holed into early and late merges. Motor theory or analogously gesture theory would assume that audible and visible speech would interact early in the processing chain. The FLMP, on the other hand, assumes an initial evaluation stage during which the two sources remain independent of one another [5] and [6].

Of course, the nature of brain measures must be sensitive to the processing questions being addressed. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies are grounded in metabolic changes that are driven by neural activity but these changes only occur well after neural activity has occurred. Thus, the relatively slow time course of the blood-oxygen level dependent (BOLD) response cannot address the early time course of bimodal speech perception [e.g., 41].

Electrophysiology measures such as EEG and MEG, on the other hand, are more temporally tied to neural activity and therefore could inform us the time course of the activation of specific neural structures. Moreover, Non-invasive electrophysiology (EEG, MEG) offers more detail about the time course of visual interaction with auditory information. Unfortunately, these measures are lacking in spatial resolution of the neural structures. Electrococtiography ECoG can overcome these problems by combining high temporal precision with increased spatial resolution.

Rhone et al. [42] capitalized on the opportunity of testing awake, behaving humans who were undergoing chronic intracranial monitoring as part of pre-surgical evaluation for treatment of medically intractable epilepsy. These neurosurgical patients were implanted with multi-contact depth electrodes and subdural grid arrays that allowed for simultaneous recordings from primary, non-primary auditory and frontal cortex. Thus, measures using (ECoG) would have both high temporal resolution and high spatial resolution for the brain areas with electrodes.

The patients were presented with unimodal speech and nonspeech in both auditory and visual modalities. The results are fairly involved and I can only summarize them here. Although visual input activated primary auditory areas, there was “little speech-specific activation” [42, p. 294]. Most importantly, the auditory and visual speech influenced activation in the superior temporal gyrus relative to nonspeech. This influence was not observed in the auditory cortex at Heschl’s Gyrus.

The study was also successful in locating the influence of visible speech at the Precentral gyrus. This activity occurred both before and after the auditory input and was much greater for speech than nonspeech. Although the authors bravely acknowledge the limited stimulus set that was used, they conclude that “we did not find strong auditory effects in primary motor cortex (PreC). Instead, only non-primary auditory areas on the STG were sensitive to both factors, with meaningful visual speech content showing distinct advantage (high gamma increase and beta suppression). This is consistent with an integration model in which visual and auditory information are transduced independently and combined at higher levels of processing…” [42, p. 299].

7. Discussion

Will the McGurk effect obtain the notoriety of Piltdown Man for similar reasons? With over 3000 publications since its discovery, it has occupied many individuals in a variety of disciplines. Roughly two and a half centuries ago, Benjamin Franklin disclosed the value of visible speech during his diplomatic service in France when he was conversing in a non-native language. (He must have gained a fondness of lip rounding given its prominence in French). Serendipity led to the modern discovery of visible speech but its study was hindered by the illusion it could create (everybody loves an illusion). It is true that the technology required to animate visible speech was not easily available but the same was true for audible speech during its initial investigations. But on the other hand, a few investigation showed that even outline drawings of lip motions could influence speech perception. My goal for this retrospective is to encourage the field to move beyond the McGurk effect and to study speech perception given multiple sources of potential information. We are daily observing the value of big data, and there is no reason why the same cannot be true for our field. I am looking forward to a data warehouse of results of audible and visible speech perception across a wide variety of speech segments, individuals, languages, and most importantly under an extended set of experimental conditions.
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